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To Community Secretary Community Support and Services Commitee, 

I am writing to you with respect to the prospective renewal of the emergency powers in relation to Covid 
19, State of Emergency Bill in Queensland.  I do not support the bill, never have, nor do I support an 
extension.  

I strongly oppose any renewal of these powers by the qld government. The current risk to the greater public 
from Covid 19 is not proportionate to the current level of restrictions imposed by your government. This is 
my opinion and is also backed up by science and statistics from Australia and around the world. It is also 
unlawful; causing abuse, poverty, torture, manslaughter and segrigation across the state. 

I have had numerous family members forced into early retirement due to the mandates. Others lost their jobs 
and cannot gain employment without vaccinations. I have a paranoid schizophrenic brother who since the 
mandates and his isolation from society (banned from any venue) is on the constant verge of suicide. His 
small joy in life when he is well enough is to go to the pub with his brothers (generally 1/2 times a week). 
He is fit and well and Covid is of no threat to him.  A vaccination enforced by the government is a threat to 
him.  A microchip in his arm that he and his family DO NOT NEED to keep him healthy.  

Why would the government dictate this to a population not at risk to the virus?  Not exempt the mentally ill 
from the mandates? NOT exempt the population of antivaxers who have never been on board with 
vaccines?  A very minor small population who generally live in small isolated communities (the virus is of 
no threat to them nor are they of threat of spreading it). These mandates are disgraceful, immoral, 
abusive.  And just proves to me how far removed the qld government is from its vulnerable minority group 
people.  A clear example of neglect and abuse of power, not to mention demonstrating absolute 
incompetence in those who are advising and pushing these agendas forward... 

I am an electrical engineer; professional.  I work in data analytics, digitalisation and mostly spend my days 
interpreting statistics/data. I am a fit, healthy thirty eight year old; Covid19 was never a threat to me.  I got 
the two jabs because my company mandated it, after the Government mandated it, and since I have resigned 
and left that employer.  I did not give consent for the first and second jab as it was cohersed; i had to comply 
in order to keep my job and pay my mortgages/bills.  

The data has NEVER shown my age group at risk. Covid 19 statistics have NEVER outlined a risk to the 
younger populations. Therefore getting a trial vaccine didn't make sense to me.  Over my 22 years of 
working I have saved up to buy/borrow two properties. I have put one up for sale now and I am preparing to 
consolidate my assets in order to give me a choice to NOT work if these mandates continue.  

I WILL NOT pay any more tax to this grossly incompetent Government if the "state of emergency" bill 
continues.   
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I have had Covid.  I was not sick enough to take a day off work (worked from home).  I would rather let my 
immune system naturally respond in the future than get another jab that in itself comes with risks and 
symptoms.  I will not get a third jab as my age group is not at risk of this virus and never was from any 
varient. Nor do vaccination status statistics demonstrate a substantial reduction in spread of the virus or 
substancial reduction in death rate; the death rate has always been SO low that it was negligible to the 
greater populations. And data has now been adjusted to reflect this even more so. 
 
I also have a background of studying medicine and physiology so I am not ignorant to vaccine medicine; i 
AM NOT an antivaxer. I have travelled the world and have had most vaccinations for diseases and viruses 
that posed a risk to me. I am immune to rabies. I also, most years, get the flu shot.  You cannot put me into 
an antivaxer conspiracy theorist category. These mandates are destroying lives with NO DATA supporting 
them.  
 
Even before we/qld put in the mandates the statistics overseas (specifically Ireland's statistics on vaccination 
rates, hospitisations and deaths of COVID 19) completely dispelled any argument for mass vaccinations, 
they do not work.  The stats have shown us this now in Australia.  The data has never supported mass 
vaccinations.  Vaccinations are for at risk populations only and for those who choose otherwise; especially 
when safety data and trials are not available/completed. It is absolutely moronic to mandate these TRIAL 
drug "vaccines" on mass, not at risk, populations. INSANE!  
 
Government mandates are inappropriate in any situation. I live in a democracy not a dictatorship. If my 
government cannot offer me data, statistics and information as to why they want us to follow then I will not 
follow.  And most will not.  In my associated group of friends and family, doctors engineers, business 
executives/CEOs, small business owners, teacher, nurses colleagues from all walks, I don't know ANYONE 
who thinks Government mandates are appropriate.  
 
I implore you as my elected Government to listen to your constitutes and follow the data and science. Please 
vote against the renewal of the State of  Emergency Bill.  Please allow your electorate and state to enjoy the 
freedoms they are accustomed to prior to 2020 as part of a liberal democracy.  Allow us to make decisions 
for ourselves and for our own families based on each and every individual circumstance; only we know 
what is right for us and our children.  And please push for the data and statistics to be made available to all 
Australians so the educated can stay educated; qld health are NOT publishing key data. STOP TRYING TO 
HIDE THE TRUTH.  
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Erin Daley 
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